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Linking competitive outcomes to environmental conditions is necessary for
understanding species’ distributions and responses to environmental
change. Despite this importance, generalizable approaches for predicting
competitive outcomes across abiotic gradients are lacking, driven largely
by the highly complex and context-dependent nature of biotic interactions.
Here, we present and empirically test a novel niche model that uses
functional traits to model the niche space of organisms and predict competitive outcomes of co-occurring populations across multiple resource
gradients. The model makes no assumptions about the underlying mode
of competition and instead applies to those settings where relative competitive ability across environments correlates with a quantifiable performance
metric. To test the model, a series of controlled microcosm experiments
were conducted using genetically related strains of a widespread microbe.
The model identified trait microevolution and performance differences
among strains, with the predicted competitive ability of each organism
mapped across a two-dimensional carbon and nitrogen resource space.
Areas of coexistence and competitive dominance between strains were identified, and the predicted competitive outcomes were validated in
approximately 95% of the pairings. By linking trait variation to competitive
ability, our work demonstrates a generalizable approach for predicting and
modelling competitive outcomes across changing environmental contexts.

1. Introduction
Competition is a dominant structuring force in community assembly, yet it is
often difficult to predict how competitive outcomes change along environmental gradients. Understanding these interactions is essential for accurately
predicting species’ realized niche spaces and geographical distributions [1–3].
Organisms compete through a wide range of mechanisms and strategies,
with most models of competition applying only to a specific organism or to a
specific mode of competition. Alternatively, functional traits—which connect
performance to abiotic and biotic conditions [4]—offer a separate approach
for linking competitive ability and environmental variables. Trait-based
models can quantify organismal performance and competitive ability along
gradients, and in turn, use these relationships to predict competitive outcomes
under novel environmental conditions [5,6]. Although correlations between
trait values and biotic outcomes have been used to infer competitive ability
from individual trait expression [7–10], rarely do such approaches provide a
framework for predicting competitive outcomes across study systems. The
inclusion of biotic interactions in niche and species distribution models is
thus contingent on the development of generalizable, quantitative techniques
for directly linking trait expression to competitive outcomes across resource
gradients [6].
A challenge for any niche model is its ability to disentangle biotic and
abiotic determinants of individual performance. Correlative and statistical
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Figure 1. The model uses the Monod function to relate performance to
resource availability. The performance curves of three hypothetical populations (A, B, C) are shown here, with each curve determined by that
population’s maximum intrinsic growth rate (Rx, horizontal dashed lines)
and its half-saturation constant (Cx, vertical dashed lines; where growth
rate is equal to 1/2 Rx). The competitive dominance of a population across
the resource gradient can be owing either to a low half-saturation constant
(i.e. high affinity for that resource) or a high maximum growth rate. For
example, populations A and B have the same maximum intrinsic growth
rate (Ra ¼ Rb), but B has a higher affinity for the resource (Cb , Ca),
making it more competitive than A at all resource concentrations. Population
C has a high maximum intrinsic growth rate but a low resource affinity (high
CC), making it competitively dominant over A and B only at high resource
concentrations.
estimated or projected through time (as is likely the case
in many ecosystems) or when species compete through
interference or apparent competition.

2. Material and methods
(a) Trait-based competition model
The model presented here (termed the ‘Leonard Model’) uses the
Monod function to link species performance to environmental conditions [23]. The Monod function was originally formulated to
link realized intrinsic growth rate, R, to resource concentration by
R ¼ RK

S
,
CS þ S

(2:1)

where RK is maximum growth rate of the population, S is the
instantaneous resource supply concentration and CS is the
resource supply concentration required to achieve one-half RK,
termed the ‘half-saturation constant’ (figure 1).
When a population is dual-limited by multiple resources its
growth can be regarded as following von Liebig’s ‘Law of the
Minimum’ [18,24]. Using Monod’s notation for two resources,
A and B, the growth rate is determined by whichever resource
is most limiting:


A
B
RA,B ¼ min RKA
, RKB
:
(2:2)
CA þ A
CB þ B
Since the maximum intrinsic growth rate is a fundamental
trait of the organism, it follows that RKA ¼ RKB ¼ RK, and thus:


A
B
,
:
(2:3)
R ¼ RK min
CA þ A CB þ B
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trait-based models can simultaneously capture the combined
effects of multiple environmental variables without requiring
direct measurements of fitness or fundamental niche spaces
[11 –14]. These models have proven invaluable for inferring
species distributions from trait distributions, but correlative
approaches are limited in their capacity to identify causal
relationships that are necessary for extrapolating to novel
communities or environments [13,15–17]. Conversely,
mechanistic models rely on prior knowledge about the processes that link fitness to environmental conditions,
allowing them to directly incorporate biotic and abiotic
change [12,16,17]. Since these models assume a single,
known competitive mechanism, they do not apply to those
systems where the mode of competition is unknown or
takes a form other than what is assumed. For example,
resource-ratio models (e.g. ‘Tilman’s R*’; [18– 20]) mechanistically incorporate biotic interactions by assuming that
species compete by ‘drawing down’ resources and maintaining positive growth at lower resource levels. Although this
form of resource competition has been shown experimentally
in some systems, a large body of evidence suggests that it is
not a universal competitive mechanism, limiting the usefulness of this model in many settings (reviewed in [21]). As
an alternative to these approaches, recent trait frameworks
have proposed the usefulness of trait-based ‘performance
metrics’ to approximate the relative fitness and competitive
ability of organisms along environmental gradients [5,6]. In
theory, such an approach can be used to identify competitive
outcomes under different environmental conditions regardless
of the competitive mechanism, provided that the performance
metric is a reasonable indicator of competitive ability.
Here, we present and empirically test a novel competition
model that builds on existing trait-based frameworks by
using functional traits to predict competitive outcomes of
co-occurring populations across multiple resource and/or
abiotic gradients. In contrast to existing trait-based species
distribution models, the proposed model quantifies the performance of organisms in the absence of competition (i.e.
the fundamental niche) and uses the results to predict the
outcomes of biotic interactions (i.e. the realized niche). First,
we present the mathematical basis of the model and show
how it estimates performance of a single population.
Second, we test the model by characterizing the performance
of six genetically related yeast strains in laboratory microcosms. The competitive ability of each strain is displayed as
a third dimension across this resource space, thus directly
modelling a Hutchinsonian ‘n-dimensional hypervolume’
along two resource gradients [22]. Areas of coexistence and
competitive exclusion are identified visually using differential performance plots, and quantitatively, by calculating
the exact difference in performance between populations at
a given resource supply. Lastly, these model-based predictions of competitive dominance and coexistence are tested
across a range of carbon and nitrogen nutrient concentrations.
The model requires estimating only three traits per population. It does not depend on the extent to which a species can
deplete a resource, nor does it make any assumptions about
the mechanisms by which populations compete. Rather, it
applies to those settings where competitive ability along
resource gradients is directly proportional to the expression
of a competitive trait or performance metric. The model is
thus particularly suited for situations when resource supply
rates or initial population conditions cannot reliably be
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Figure 2. Growth and differential response surfaces for the two original wild-type isogenic strains, P1 and P2, across a carbon and nitrogen gradient. (a) The
overlaid growth response for each species, with the response surface of P2 (blue) fully obscuring the response surface for P1 (yellow) in this example (but
see figure 3). (b) The plot of DR, denoting areas of competitive dominance or coexistence (shaded green); there are no yellow areas because nowhere does
P1 outcompete P2. (c) The flat-shaded contour map, showing a continuous transition between coexistence and competitive dominance. (d ) The contour-stepped
map, with discrete DR cut-points to facilitate prediction of coexistence and competitive dominance. Despite a higher carbon and nitrogen affinity by P1, the growth
rate of P1 was predicted to be lower than P2 at all resource concentrations owing to a significantly higher RK value for P2 (table 1). Coexistence was predicted only
at low nitrogen concentrations.
A plot of R as a function of the three response traits—CA, CB
and RK—illustrates the population’s performance across a
resource space, with R . 0 outlining the organism’s fundamental
niche space. The ratio of the half-saturation constants, CA/CB,
gives the slope of the optimum proportion line, as described
by Tilman [18], and is equivalent to the dual-limitation ratio
[25] or the stoichiometric optimum.
The difference in population growth rates between two
populations, Y and Z (with corresponding maximum growth
rates and half-saturation constants), can be calculated as:


A
B
DR ¼ RKY min
,
CA,Y þ A CB,Y þ B


A
B
,
:
(2:4)
 RKZ min
CA,Z þ A CB,Z þ B

selected here for its simplicity and its previous use in various
theoretical and applied competition studies [25–27]—is analogous
to other common ecological and biogeochemical functional forms,
such as the Holling Type II functional response curve [28] and the
Michaelis– Menten equation for enzyme kinetics [29]. For generalizability and simplicity, however, we refer to ‘growth rate’ as the
relevant performance metric and ‘resource availability’ as the relevant environmental gradient throughout. Furthermore, to test
the model empirically, the experimental microcosms were selected
and constructed such that resource capture was the dominant competitive mechanism, meaning that difference in growth rate across
nutrient concentrations was likely to correlate with competitive
ability.

(b) Study populations
In settings where growth rate is a meaningful surrogate for competitive ability, the metric DR can be used to distinguish between
competitive exclusion and coexistence among co-occurring populations. By plotting this growth difference as a third dimension
across the resource gradient, these areas of competitive exclusion
and coexistence are visualized (e.g. figure 2).
Although equation (2.4) is formulated in terms of organismal
growth rate, the Leonard Model is not restricted to those settings
where competitive ability correlates with growth, nor is it
restricted to those settings where competitive ability is dictated
solely by resource concentrations. Indeed, the Monod function—

A series of controlled microcosm experiments were conducted to
test the model, using the widely distributed unicellular yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Meyen ex E.C. Hansen). Two isogenic
strains were isolated from wild-type populations in Kumeu
River, Auckland, New Zealand; each strain was less than 50 generations removed from the wild population. From these two
original strains (denoted P1 and P2), we derived an additional
four strains using two different approaches. First, we generated
a version of each strain carrying a genomic, antibiotic-resistance
gene that allowed the strain to grow on media amended by the
antibiotic nourseothricin (see the electronic supplementary
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Figure 3. Growth surfaces and contour-stepped maps for the antibiotic-resistant strains and the descendent strains. (a,b) Though P1R (yellow) had higher performance at moderate-to-high availabilities of carbon and N, DR remained less than 0.01 throughout most of this region, indicating coexistence. Higher growth rates
by P1 (blue) at low nitrogen concentrations indicated likely competitive dominance by P1 when nitrogen was limiting. (c,d ) A higher RK value for P2R (yellow)
relative to P2 (blue) led to significantly increased growth rates at most resources concentrations, with predicted competitive dominance everywhere but at moderately low carbon and nitrogen availability. (e,f ) The Low-N strain (yellow) was predicted to be dominant over the Low-C strain (blue) at low nitrogen
concentrations, but otherwise showing coexistence (green). The Low-C and Low-N strains both exhibited competitive dominance over their ancestor strains (not
shown; see electronic supplementary material, figure S1) everywhere except at very low nitrogen concentrations.

material). Since the populations could not otherwise be identified, this approach enabled us to assess competitive outcomes
between an antibiotic-resistant strain and a non-resistant strain
by measuring relative growth on antibiotic-amended culturing
plates relative to regular plates.
Second, we adapted eight replicates of P1 to severe carbon
limitation (a carbon : nitrogen ratio 0.076-times the optimum)
and eight replicates to severe nitrogen limitation (a carbon : nitrogen ratio 38.5-times the optimum) for more than 250 generations.
We then used in subsequent experiments the replicate strain that
grew best in severe carbon limitation (denoted ‘Low-C’) and the
replicate strain that grew best in severe nitrogen limitation
(denoted ‘Low-N’). The goal was to derive closely related isolates
with altered performance from their ancestors across the resource
gradient. As such, we did not attempt to identify whether resulting changes in fitness occurred through nutrient limitation and/
or adaptation to general microcosm conditions. These two

approaches—gene alteration and microevolution—led to six
genetically related yeast strains: two original strains (P1 and
P2); two antibiotic-resistant, descendant strains (P1R and P2R);
one strain adapted to severe carbon limitation (‘Low-C’) and
one strain adapted to severe nitrogen limitation (‘Low-N’).

(c) Measuring response traits and performance
All experiments were conducted using chemostats with constant
nutrient-input concentrations and aerobic conditions. Chemostats
are a common approach to studying fitness and performance
among genetically related microbial populations, often in relation
to microevolution and environmental adaptation [25,27,30,31].
The advantage of the chemostat design is that it permits direct
testing of the model assumptions because populations are
maintained in log-phase growth, the rate of which is strictly controlled by the nutrient concentrations of the inflow media. This
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(d) Measuring competitive outcomes
To test the ability of our model to predict areas of competitive
dominance and coexistence, we performed 28 experimental competitions using the chemostat system. It was not possible to
determine the outcomes of competitive interactions between
two antibiotic-resistant or two non-resistant strains, so each pairing involved one resistant strain and one non-resistant strain. To
prevent the complication of adaptive evolution occurring across
many generations, competition was performed for 25 generations. An absolute value of 0.01 for DR was chosen as the
threshold between ‘competitive dominance’ and ‘coexistence’.
When DR . 0.01, the weaker strain would be expected to decrease
in relative abundance from 50% to less than 44% over 25 generations, permitting us to reliably distinguish competitive
outcomes in chemostat cultures. Furthermore, we anticipated
that a fitness difference of less than 0.01 would lead to stochastic
fluctuations in relative strain abundances, allowing the weaker
competitor to maintain relatively high abundances and potentially
even exclude the stronger competitor in some instances [33].
A variety of fungal pairings and resource concentrations were
selected such that DR was greater than 0.01 in some pairings,
increasing the likelihood of competitive dominance of one strain,
and less than 0.01 in others, indicating likely coexistence. Each competitive pairing consisted of the two strains grown in the same
chemostat culture flask for 25 generations at a 4.69 h culture turnover time. The resulting cultures were diluted to approximately
2  104 cells ml21, and 10 ml of this dilution were plated onto four
yeast extract-peptone-dextrose (YPD plates and equally distributed
across the surface by gently rotating the plates. Nourseothricin was
added to two of these four at 100 mg l21 to prevent growth of the
non-resistant strains (denoted ‘antibiotic plates’). All plates were
incubated for 24 h at 308C and examined for colony growth. If
fewer than 50 colonies were identified on a plate then all replicate
plates for that pairing were incubated for an additional 24 h.
For each pairing, the competitive outcome was estimated by
comparing the growth on the antibiotic plates with the growth
on the standard plates. Each plate was covered with a randomly
oriented counting grid, made of a 10 cm diameter opaque disc
with seven randomly located windows, each measuring 1.25 
1.25 cm. The number of colony forming units (CFUs) in each
window was counted, excluding the windows with the largest
and smallest numbers of yeast colonies. Since growth on the antibiotic plates reflected just the antibiotic-resistant strains, the ratio
‘CFUs on antibiotic plates/CFUs on standard plates’ was used to
quantify the relative proportion of the antibiotic-resistant strain
in the culture. A ratio of approximately 0.5 indicated equal

5
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approach was motivated by early applied research based on
resource-ratio theory of competition, where organisms were
grown in greenhouses or microcosms under tightly controlled
resource conditions (e.g. Tilman [26], [32]). The use of chemostats
also ensured that resource capture was the dominant competitive
mechanism and thus that ‘growth rate’ would be a reliable performance metric [27,30].
To estimate the growth response traits (CA, CB and RK) and to
model the performance curve (R) across the full resource space,
each of the six strains was grown under eight different carbon and
nitrogen supply rates, each replicated four times. Initial tests
showed that resource concentrations of 1.5 g C l21 and
0.064 g N l21 were non-limiting for both parental strains, and each
of these was used as a base concentration while the other nutrient
was varied across four concentrations (electronic supplementary
material, table S1). The strains were grown under each of the eight
resulting concentrations for 25 generations at a 4.69 h (0.213 h21)
culture turnover time, and the ending biomass was used to estimate
growth rate. Biomass was determined by extracting a known
volume of the culture, collecting the cells and weighing them (see
the electronic supplementary material for full methods).

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

Table 1. Model-derived growth trait parameters for all Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast strains. RK, the maximum capable intrinsic growth rate; CC, the carbon half-saturation constant; CN, the nitrogen half-saturation constant; C : N: the
ratio of half-saturation constants (equal to the ‘dual-limiting ratio’ or the slope of the optimum proportion line). R2adj : the overall model ﬁt of RK, CN and CC. Standard errors and 95% CIs for RK, CC and CN were estimated during model
ﬁtting; standard errors and 95% CIs for C : N were estimated via Monte Carlo simulation (see §2e). P1R and P2R are the antibiotic-resistant strains of P1 and P2, respectively. Low-N and Low-C are descendent populations of P1, grown
under limiting nitrogen and carbon concentrations, respectively.
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(b) Competitive outcomes

(a) Model-based niche spaces and functional traits
The model accounted for over 95% of the variation in growth
across all strains (R2adj . 0:95 for all strains; table 1) across
both nutrient gradients. There were clear differences in

Model-based estimates of growth rate were strong predictors of
competitive dominance across the two resource gradients
(figure 4; electronic supplementary material, tables S2 and S3).
In the 12 initial pairings with high replication, the model correctly predicted the outcome in all cases. Of the subsequent 16

Proc. R. Soc. B 282: 20150516

3. Results

(e) Statistical methods

6
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Using growth rate measurements, we simultaneously estimated
the three traits (RK, CN and CC) for each isolate using a curve-fitting algorithm designed and implemented in Mathematicaw
(Wolfram Research 2013). Parameters were estimated via the
function NonlinearModelFit, which by default uses the Levenberg –Marquardt method to minimize the sum-of-squares of
the deviations between the observed and predicted data. The
model output gives an ANOVA table for the overall model fit,
along with standard errors, confidence intervals (95%), t-statistics
and p-values for each fitted parameter (the full algorithm is available in the electronic supplementary material). We obtained
summary statistics of the carbon : nitrogen (C : N) ratios (i.e. the
optimum proportion lines) by Monte Carlo simulation. Specifically, for both CC and CN, 1000 samples were randomly drawn
assuming a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation given by the fitted parameter estimates. The C : N ratios
of each of these 1000 paired samples were calculated, along
with the mean, variance and 95% confidence intervals.
In the initial run of 12 competitive pairings, the outcome was
assessed by testing if the mean proportion of CFUs across the 8
replicates was statistically different from 0.5. For each pairing,
the proportion was assumed to follow a standard normal distribution with unknown variance. A Student’s t-test was used to
test the null hypotheses that the mean proportion of antibioticresistant colonies at the end of the competition was 50% (i.e.
that neither strain was dominant), and corresponding p-values
and 95% CIs were calculated. The quantitative outcome (win,
lose, uncertain) was determined based on whether the 95% CI
was greater than, less than or included 0.5.
In the subsequent 16 pairings, the use of two replicates precluded statistical testing but still allowed for identification of
the dominant strain. The proportion of CFUs on the antibiotic
plates was scored as ‘less than’, ‘greater than’ or ‘approximately
equal’ to 50% of the growth on the standard plates. If the number
of CFUs on the antibiotic plate was less than half of the total
number of CFUs on the standard plate, then the outcome was
scored as a ‘loss’ for the antibiotic-resistant strain; conversely, if
the number of antibiotic CFUs was greater than half the
number of CFUs on the standard plate, the outcome was
scored as a ‘win’ for the antibiotic-resistant strain. If the two
replicate plates for a pairing showed contrasting results or if
the estimated relative proportion was close to 0.5 then the
outcome was scored as a ‘draw’ (indicating coexistence).

growth parameters of the two wild-type strains: P1 had a
7% lower RK than P2 and a higher affinity for carbon and
nitrogen uptake (represented by the lower half-saturation
constants for both carbon and nitrogen). These differences
translated to a lower optimal C : N ratio (i.e. higher slope of
the optimum proportion line) for P2 relative to P1, with corresponding differences in growth rates between the two
strains (figure 2). Based on relative growth rate, P2 would
be expected to outcompete P1 at all resource concentrations,
with competitive dominance subject to stochastic uncertainty
at low carbon and nitrogen values (figure 2d).
Antibiotic resistance also altered growth parameters,
leading to higher estimated values for RK, CN and CC in antibiotic-resistant strains relative to their parent strains (table 1).
The higher CN and CC values for P1R and P2R led to lower
predicted growth rates than P1 and P2, respectively, at low
carbon and nitrogen concentrations (figure 3a–d). The
higher RK values of P1R and P2R led to higher predicted
growth rates at higher carbon and nitrogen supply rates. P1
was predicted to remain the competitively dominant strain
at low nitrogen values, but everywhere else competitive dominance was predicted to be subject to stochastic effects. P2R
was predicted to be dominant at moderate-to-high carbon
and nitrogen supply rates, with P2 remaining stochastically
dominant at low concentrations (figure 3d).
Both of the nutrient limitation regimes led to distinct
microevolutionary changes in growth trait parameters.
Low-N and Low-C strains both increased their maximum
capable growth response trait, RK, by 5% (from 0.83 to 0.87;
table 1). The Low-C derived strain had a reduced halfsaturation C-response trait parameter, CC, and an increased
half-saturation N-response trait parameter, CN. These two
shifts combined to give a reduced optimum C : N ratio relative to P1, which is consistent with adaptation to low
carbon. However, the Low-N derived strain had a lower
half-saturation carbon response trait parameter than the
Low-C descendant (0.181 + 0.02 for Low-N versus 0.184 +
0.03 for Low-C). The Low-N descendent also reduced its
half-saturation N-response trait parameter, and showed a
higher optimal C : N ratio (14.5, 95% CI ¼ [14.3, 14.7]) than
the Low-C descendant (13.8, 95% CI ¼ [13.7, 14.0]). Both descendent strains had a statistically reduced C : N ratio from the
ancestor strain, P1 (16.2, 95% CI ¼ [15.9, 16.4]). These results
may indicate adaptation to chemostat conditions and/or
nutrient limitations.
Despite the different resource regimes under which Low-N
and Low-C isolates adapted, their predicted growth rates were
similar throughout the plotted carbon and nitrogen range
(figure 3e,f ). Growth plots show that Low-C has higher predicted growth rates than Low-N only at moderate carbon
concentrations and relatively low C : N ratios. However, the
maximum difference in realized growth response of the two
descendants is only 0.0113 throughout the plotted range,
suggesting that the outcome of competition between them is
highly subject to stochastic effects in all environments.

colony growth between the two strains, whereas a proportion
that was significantly different from 0.5 indicated dominance of
one of the competitors.
The 28 competitive pairings were split into an initial run of 12
pairings and a subsequent run of 16 pairings. The initial run was
conducted with eight replicates per pairing and a precise count
of CFUs on the plates to allow us to determine the degree of precision necessary to identify competitive dominance between two
strains. These 12 pairings showed that 25 generations and a
visual estimation of CFUs were sufficient to determine competitive dominance. The subsequent 16 competitive pairings were
therefore conducted across a wide range of resource concentrations with two replicates per pair, and the proportion of
CFUs on the plate visually estimated rather than counted.
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Figure 4. The results of the 28 competitive trials, with the relative proportion
of the antibiotic-resistant strain in the final culture plotted against the modelbased estimates of DR (antibiotic-resistant strain minus non-resistant strain).
Squares indicate the initial set of competitive trials conducted with eight
replicates each, with vertical bars corresponding to the 95% CI for each proportion. Circles indicate the subsequent set of trials conducted with two
replicates each and a visual estimation of CFU proportion. The shaded
region corresponds to DR , 0.01, indicating likely coexistence between
the pairs of isolates. Solid symbols denote trials where the outcomes were
correctly predicted and empty symbols denote incorrect predictions.
competitive pairings, the model correctly predicted the outcome
in 14 cases, with the remaining two pairings showing a consistent winner, despite DR being less than 0.01.
P2 and P2R were correctly predicted to be competitively
dominant over P1 and P1R across all carbon and nitrogen
concentrations (electronic supplementary material, table S3).
P2 showed a slight competitive advantage over P2R at low
carbon concentrations whereas the model suggested stochastic uncertainty (two empty circles, figure 4). P1 was correctly
predicted to be competitively dominant over P1R at low nitrogen concentrations, with otherwise uncertain dominance. The
higher RK and lower CC and CN values for Low-N and Low-C
relative to P1R led to complete competitive dominance at all
carbon and nitrogen concentrations (electronic supplementary
material, table S2). Indeed, the modelled growth rates of these
descendants are greater than the ancestor at all resource concentrations, allowing for potential coexistence or stochastic
outcomes only at extremely low resource concentrations but
nowhere allowing for competitive dominance by the ancestor
strains (electronic supplementary material, figure S1).

4. Discussion
The Leonard Model presented here quantifies response traits of
different populations and then uses these traits to predict and
visualize competitive outcomes along multiple environmental
resource gradients. The experimental competitions suggested
that the model was a robust predictor of competitive outcomes,
demonstrating the potential to estimate realized niche spaces
from organismal performance. The model therefore avoids
some of the limitations of resource-ratio theory and correlative
niche models, such as practical difficulties in estimating consumption and supply rates or difficulties accounting for
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colinearity among observed biotic and abiotic variables
[15,21]. By alleviating these limitations, the model provides a
generalizable means of predicting competitive outcomes
regardless of the underlying competitive mechanism.
As with other mechanistic and correlative models
[11,13,14,18], a fundamental assumption in the Leonard
Model is that an organism whose traits are best adapted to
that environment will be most competitive. This is exemplified
by the dominance of the Low-N strain at low nitrogen concentrations. To link traits to fitness, the Leonard Model requires
independent measurements of organismal performance
across resource space, assayed in controlled conditions in the
absence of competition (similar to Tilman’s R* approach
[18]). In contrast to this mechanistic modelling approach,
correlative trait-based models rely on observational measurements of trait and/or species distributions, assayed in
natural (or minimally manipulated) field conditions. The challenge in using observational data is how best to infer potential
distributions under changing environmental conditions, such
as when a competitor goes locally extinct. By directly modelling the fundamental niche space and quantifying relative
competitive ability across this space, the Leonard Model is
specifically designed to make such inferences. The remaining
challenge with our approach, however, is how best to incorporate the necessary levels of real-world complexity so that the
experimental system reflects the dominant forces structuring
an organism’s realized niche.
In natural communities, growth and survival are simultaneously governed by multiple biotic and abiotic factors, all
of which are essential for structuring the realized niche. Our
research is thus intended to serve as a first step towards linking
biotic outcomes to environmental conditions. It is possible to
use the Leonard Model to predict the outcomes of multiple
interacting populations, but pairwise competitive outcomes
do not always scale to community-level performance
[34 –36]. When extending the model to more than two populations, the fundamental assumption is that the population
with the highest performance value will dominate. This
assumption is most likely to hold in communities with relatively
few successful competitive strategies, leading to trait underdispersion, low species diversity and/or competitive hierarchies
among individuals [6,37,38]. For example, forest fire frequency
can select against tree species with thin bark [39], and persistent
wind and cold can select against taller plants with high leaf area
[40]. By further limiting the scope of inference to intraspecific or
intra-guild competition, the model may still be useful even
when niche differentiation and limiting similarity promote competitive intransitivity, trait diversity and divergent life-history
strategies across functional guilds.
The Leonard Model is intentionally simple, easily scaling
to encompass multiple environmental conditions. A critical
assumption, however, is that ‘Liebig’s Law of the Minimum’
[24] holds across these gradients (equations (2.2) –(2.3)).
This law has been applied in various plant, animal and microbial
systems [25,41,42], but its usefulness as the dominant framework
for understanding and modelling nutrient co-limitation has been
called into question [42,43]. Microbes can exhibit strong stoichiometric constraints [44,45], suggesting that our model may be
particularly suited to investigating biotic interactions in these
communities; yet caution should be taken when inferring
community-level outcomes from individual-level nutrient
requirements [42,46]. Furthermore, the model assumes constant
environmental conditions, making it ideally suited for studies in
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5. Conclusion
We provide a trait-based model that robustly predicts individual performance and competitive outcomes across an
entire Hutchinsonian two-dimensional environmental gradient. The Leonard Model is most suited to those settings
where competitive ability differs across environmental gradients, or where species compete through resource capture,
interference, or apparent competition. When investigating
genetically related or co-occurring species, our approach
can be used to identify which traits result in competitive
advantages. The theoretical and mathematical framework
presented here provides a novel and generalizable method
of modelling, predicting and visualizing the fundamental
niche space and competitive outcomes using a strictly traitbased approach. Our work demonstrates the potential to
link organismal traits directly to population-level outcomes
across varying abiotic and biotic contexts, such as those
occurring under environmental change.
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